ABBREVIATIONS AUC = area under the curve; CPP = cerebral perfusion pressure; EVD = external ventricular drainage; I-ICP = invasive intracranial pressure; ICU = intensive care unit; IPM = intraparenchymal monitor; NI-ICP = noninvasive ICP; ONSD = optic nerve sheath diameter; ROC = receiver operating characteristic; TBI = traumatic brain injury. In this study a new method of NI-ICP monitoring performed using algorithms to determine ICP based on acoustic properties of the brain was applied in patients undergoing invasive ICP (I-ICP) monitoring, and the results were analyzed. METHODS In patients with traumatic brain injury and subarachnoid hemorrhage who were undergoing treatment in a neurocritical intensive care unit, the authors recorded ICP using the gold standard method of invasive external ventricular drainage or intraparenchymal monitoring. In addition, the authors simultaneously measured the ICP noninvasively with a device (the HS-1000) that uses advanced signal analysis algorithms for acoustic signals propagating through the cranium. To assess the accuracy of the NI-ICP method, data obtained using both I-ICP and NI-ICP monitoring methods were analyzed with MATLAB to determine the statistical significance of the differences between the ICP measurements obtained using NI-ICP and I-ICP monitoring. RESULTS Data were collected in 14 patients, yielding 2543 data points of continuous parallel ICP values in recordings obtained from I-ICP and NI-ICP. Each of the 2 methods yielded the same number of data points. For measurements at the ≥ 17-mm Hg cutoff, which was arbitrarily chosen for this preliminary analysis, the sensitivity and specificity for the NI-ICP monitoring were found to be 0.7541 and 0.8887, respectively. Linear regression analysis indicated that there was a strong positive relationship between the measurements. Differential pressure between NI-ICP and I-ICP was within ± 3 mm Hg in 63% of data-paired readings and within ± 5 mm Hg in 85% of data-paired readings. The receiver operating characteristic-area under the curve analysis revealed that the area under the curve was 0.895, corresponding to the overall performance of NI-ICP monitoring in comparison with I-ICP monitoring. CONCLUSIONS This study provides the first clinical data on the accuracy of the HS-1000 NI-ICP monitor, which uses advanced signal analysis algorithms to evaluate properties of acoustic signals traveling through the brain in patients undergoing I-ICP monitoring. There is growing evidence that ICP monitoring and protocol-driven therapy help to improve clinical outcome in a number of pathologies such as traumatic brain injury (TBI), brain infections such as meningitis, and brain tumors. 22 To date, ICP monitoring is still an invasive procedure in which a burr hole is used to introduce a transducer-coupled probe into the brain parenchyma or into the ventricles. Invasive ICP
R ecoRding and interpretation of intracranial pressure (ICP) is one of the most important diagnostic tools in neurosurgery and neurology. 9 There is growing evidence that ICP monitoring and protocol-driven therapy help to improve clinical outcome in a number of pathologies such as traumatic brain injury (TBI), brain infections such as meningitis, and brain tumors. 22 To date, ICP monitoring is still an invasive procedure in which a burr hole is used to introduce a transducer-coupled probe into the brain parenchyma or into the ventricles. Invasive ICP monitoring coupled with the use of external ventricular drainage (EVD) is still considered the gold standard of ICP monitoring and is part of the standard patient management in the intensive care unit (ICU). 3, 8, 18, 20, 31, 34 The invasive nature of this method and the methodology itself makes invasive ICP (I-ICP) monitoring both a potentially harmful and technically difficult technique. 17, 23 The main concerns with using EVD include an associated high infection rate, which ranges from 3.4% to 32.2%; 7 the rate of malplacement of the ventricular catheter, which in one study was as high as 12.3%; 28 and the problem of technically inaccurate recordings due to calibration errors. 24 When considering the disadvantages of I-ICP monitoring, it is understandable that efforts have been made to introduce an alternative measure that would allow for noninvasive ICP (NI-ICP) monitoring performed using surrogate parameters that correspond to the ICP but can be recorded from the outside of the skull. Of these techniques, transcranial Doppler ultrasonography, 32 tympanic membrane displacement, 12 and optic nerve sheath diameter (ONSD) 19 have been investigated. However, all methods have distinctive limitations that have prevented them from being used as replacements for invasive monitoring. Raboel et al. stated that NI-ICP monitoring techniques are inaccurate and cannot be used as an alternative to invasive techniques. 24 In this study we investigated a new approach to NI-ICP monitoring. The NI-ICP monitor used in our study consists of a device (HS-1000; HeadSense Medical, Ltd.) that generates an acoustic signal that propagates through the cranium. The modulations of the signal in different physiological and pathophysiological conditions are processed using advanced signal analysis. The device displays the recorded ICP as quantitative data (in mm Hg) but is capable of analyzing a multitude of other parameters through evaluation of the respiratory and cardiac cycles and intracranial vessel properties, along with other parameters. In this study we focused on a correlative investigation in which ICP measurements obtained using the NI-ICP monitor were compared with those obtained using invasive EVD and intraparenchymal monitoring techniques.
Methods
Patients and/or next of kin consented to participation in this study. In most cases consent was given by next of kin and was later affirmed by the patient if possible. This was in congruence with the local ethics committee requirements. The study was approved by the local ethics committees of our institutions. The study design was a prospective parallel comparison of I-ICP and NI-ICP values. The I-ICP measurements were obtained with one of 2 methods, the EVD I-ICP monitor (Spiegelberg GmbH & Co. KG) or the intraparenchymal ICP monitor (IPM) (Codman ICP MicroSensor; Codman, Johnson & Johnson), and data from the 2 methods were combined. The NI-ICP values were obtained with the HS-1000 (HeadSense Medical, Ltd.).
The study was performed at the Departments of Neurosurgery at the University Hospital of Erlangen and Klinikum Stuttgart. Fourteen patients were enrolled, all of whom were undergoing continuous I-ICP monitoring in a neurocritical ICU because of either TBI or subarachnoid hemorrhage. Data were collected and stored for further retrospective analysis of the pseudonymized digital recordings. Some of the patients were treated with EVD; continuous I-ICP monitoring was performed in conjunction with the EVD system as part of the standard ICU management. We also included patients in whom an IPM was used for I-ICP monitoring. All patients underwent NI-ICP monitoring. Exclusion criteria included ear disease or ear trauma, rhinorrhea or otorrhea, skull defect, pregnancy, and severe open head trauma, as well as age younger than 18 years. Throughout all parallel ICP monitoring sessions, each patient was positioned supine with the head placed at a 30° angle.
Invasive ICP Monitoring
The intraparenchymal monitoring involved intraparenchymal placement of a catheter. The pressure value, which was measured in mm Hg, was relayed electronically via a strain-gauge microchip located at the tip of the catheter, which was mounted in a titanium case at the tip of a 100-cm flexible nylon tube. 16 Ventricular ICP monitoring (performed with EVD) is considered a gold standard for ICP monitoring and has been described previously. 30 The EVD system is based on a probe, which is inserted via Kocher's point into the lateral ventricle and is used for both drainage of CSF and pressure monitoring. The EVD system diverts CSF by using a combination of gravity and intracerebral pressure. The drainage rate depends on the height at which the EVD system is placed relative to the patient's anatomy. When the EVD valve is closed, the ICP measurement is attainable. Continuous ICP monitoring cannot be performed during CSF drainage; when the EVD valve is open, the ICP value is not accurate and no measurements should be taken. In the present study, if the ventricular catheter was open for drainage, the line was closed and the system was allowed to equilibrate for 2 minutes before a reading was taken.
Noninvasive ICP Monitoring
For NI-ICP monitoring we used the HS-1000 device (HeadSense Medical Ltd.). This device uses advanced signal analysis algorithms that evaluate an acoustic signal. This signal includes a short beep at 66 dB for approximately 6 seconds, which is emitted from the ipsilateral ear. It then propagates through the cranium and is detected together with other physiological sounds from the brain by the receiving sensor located in the contralateral ear. The HS-1000 data are continuously recorded in 6-second epochs on the corresponding device's monitor. At the end of signal transmission, the HS-1000 device's monitor is programmed to automatically take a snapshot of the I-ICP monitor screen or the patient's monitor (including date and time, ICP value in mm Hg, and blood pressure). These values are saved in a database for future comparative evaluations. Each NI-ICP monitoring session was approximately 30-60 minutes long, as the patient's clinical condition permitted. The limiting factor for the length of the monitoring session was the patient's ability to tolerate closure of the EVD valve throughout the monitoring session. In cases in which the patient's condition did not allow continuous recording (e.g., when the patient's CSF had to be drained or the patient's management required some form of intervention), the recording was stopped. It was resumed only when the patient's state allowed proper recording conditions (lying in a supine position without any movement or intervention from the clinicians). Once all recordings were complete, the ICP values from the I-ICP monitor were saved in the study's database. For purposes of analysis, ranges of I-ICP were formulated and the data pairs of I-ICP and NI-ICP were randomly sampled to accrue the number of values needed for analysis and to calculate sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 1 ).
Parallel ICP Monitoring
Each parallel monitoring interval in which both the NI-ICP and I-ICP methods were used consisted of between 30 minutes and 6 hours of aggregate recording performed either continuously or in separate recording sessions as the patient's condition allowed, which was repeated 3 times per day for up to 48 hours. There were a minimum of 3 to as many as 8640 data points per patient. Both EVD and intraparenchymal monitoring were assumed to be gold standards; we recorded in parallel from both of the I-ICP monitors and the NI-ICP monitor and compared the values. The raw data on acoustic signals collected by the HS-1000 (generated signal and accompanying physiological signals) were analyzed for approximately 5 seconds, and the NI-ICP value was calculated using a proprietary signal-processing algorithm and displayed to the user in mm Hg. Each NI-ICP monitoring cycle lasted approximately 15 seconds (including 6 seconds for the signal to be transmitted and received, approximately 5 seconds for snapshots to be taken, and 4 seconds for calculation of the ICP value). This translates to approximately 4 measurements per minute. We defined the "mean ICP" independent score as the corresponding I-ICP value that is determined every consecutive period of approximately 11 seconds as the sum of sample values divided by the number of samples. This is an acceptable time window compared with current state-of-the-art methodologies that range between 5 and 15 seconds in duration. During the test, no manipulations to change the ICP were done, and nothing was changed in the usual patient management protocols.
Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using MATLAB. Pearson correlation analysis of the I-ICP and NI-ICP values was completed to compare the ICP values from all devices. For 95% confidence, a p value ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The difference between the NI-ICP and I-ICP monitoring results was plotted against the mean of the 2 measures (I-ICP and NI-ICP). Receiver operating characteristics (ROCs) with the area under the curve (AUC) were calculated to present the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity for all measurements at the ≥ 15 mm Hg cutoff. The AUC was calculated for all data points to provide an estimator for the cumulative measurements. Differential pressure (in mm Hg) was defined as the difference between I-ICP and NI-ICP per data point. The Bland-Altman method was used to examine the percentages of total data points below the 6-mm Hg and 5-mm Hg differential pressure. The relationship of the paired data points was assessed using linear regression analysis, which showed the relationship between NI-ICP measurements and those obtained using the I-ICP. The slope of the line of best fit was used to examine the predictability of I-ICP from NI-ICP measurements.
Results

Parallel ICP Monitoring
Fourteen patients met the study's inclusion criteria (Table 1); 1 patient was excluded because of a skull defect. The data from each patient were collected over a session of approximately 30 minutes to 1 hour. Throughout the study, no adverse effects were observed. ICP data were collected from all enrolled patients, yielding 2543 data points of continuous parallel ICP values in recordings obtained using I-ICP and NI-ICP devices. The I-ICP results reported are a combination of data obtained with the EVD (12 patients) and IPM (2 patients) I-ICP methods. Differences between I-ICP and NI-ICP readings (i.e., differential pressure of direct readings) were obtained. Differential pressures within ± 3 mm Hg were observed in 1606 (63%) readings, and differential pressures within ± 5 mm Hg were observed in 2154 (85%) readings. The numbers of measurements for each patient varied, but the mean ICP values were 10 ± 6.1 mm Hg (with a range of 0-26 mm Hg) and 9.5 ± 4.7 mm Hg (with a range of 0-21 mm Hg) for the I-ICP and NI-ICP measures, respectively.
The ICP values from an I-ICP session were plotted against the NI-ICP values (Fig. 2) . The trend plot revealed a Pearson r correlation of 0.82 between the measurements and a 95% CI for r of 0.81-0.83 (p < 0.0001).
A Bland-Altman plot, in which the difference between ICP readings obtained using the I-ICP and NI-ICP were plotted against the ICP as the average of the 2 methods, showed an average bias of 0.54 mm Hg, with 95% limits of agreement of -6.3 mm Hg and 7.38 mm Hg (Fig. 3) .
Linear regression analysis yields a line of best fit with the following equation: y = 0.6357*x + 3.123 (Fig. 4) . This As presented in Fig. 5 , ROC curve analysis revealed an AUC of 0.895, corresponding to overall performance of the NI-ICP to correctly identify I-ICP values. For measurements at the ≥ 17-mm Hg cutoff, which was arbitrarily chosen for this preliminary analysis, the sensitivity and specificity for the NI-ICP monitoring were found to be 0.7541 and 0.8887, respectively.
Discussion
This study provides the first clinical data on the accuracy of the HS-1000 device (an NI-ICP monitor) in patients undergoing an I-ICP monitoring procedure for various clinical conditions resulting from TBI and/or SAH. The data points of continuous parallel recordings of ICP values were obtained from I-ICP and NI-ICP simultaneously. The overall findings showed that there was a good correlation between the measurements obtained with these 2 modalities (r = 0.82; p < 0.0001), revealing the potential of the noninvasive HS-1000 monitor for measurement of quantitative ICP. The average ICP readings for the I-ICP and NI-ICP methods were 10 ± 6.1 mm Hg and 9.5 ± 4.7 mm Hg, respectively. For measurements at the ≥ 17-mm Hg cutoff, sensitivity and specificity for the NI-ICP monitoring were 0.7541 and 0.8887, respectively. Bias and agreement analysis performed using the Bland-Altman plot showed good concordance between the 2 measures. We have demonstrated a systematic way to incorporate NI-ICP monitoring via use of the HS-1000 device in a neurocritical ICU environment.
Currently, I-ICP monitoring is a fundamental tool that provides primary surveillance management of patients in neurocritical ICUs. For the I-ICP measurement modality, probes are inserted into the brain parenchyma or ventricles. The predominant methods of invasive continuous ICP monitoring are performed via intraparenchymal or intraventricular probes. Arguably, the latter is considered the gold standard for ICP monitoring. The EVD system allows therapeutic CSF drainage and clearance of intraventricular blood. 2, 14, 27 More importantly, an elevated ICP is considered a medical emergency and can be managed medically via placement of an EVD system. The fundamental indication for management of elevated ICP is to prevent secondary ischemia due to the decrease in cerebral perfusion, which may lead to brain herniation. 3 The methodology of ICP monitoring via an EVD system is meant to allow continuous monitoring as well as drainage, but not to perform both simultaneously. The standard of care is to drain by opening the EVD valve (transducer) only for elevations at or above the 20 mm Hg threshold (ICP ≥ 20 mm Hg) and to relieve elevated ICP. In clinical practice, the EVD valve is kept closed for ICP measurements and to assess the continued need for CSF drainage. The inability of IPMs to allow drainage does not impede their usefulness in ICP monitoring, yet the accuracy level may be compromised when subjected to varying degrees of zero drift during the monitoring, due to the inherent inability to recalibrate the sensor in situ. 4, 15 As for the indications, the ICP threshold at which herniation may occur is not absolute, and may vary between patients in regard to interindividual heterogeneity and the location of the intracranial mass lesion.
1 Cerebral perfusion can be monitored indirectly by measuring cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), which is equal to the difference between mean arterial pressure and ICP. The CPP can be evaluated and managed by manipulation of arterial pressure, and is derived from ICP-monitored patients. 15 The above-mentioned threshold of 20 mm Hg is not a clear cutoff, yet it is considered a clinical target for ICP management for the treatment of severe TBI. Evidently, research supports ICP thresholds of 20-25 mm Hg to promote investigation and treatment of elevated ICP. 5 Nevertheless, in a meta-analysis investigating ICP monitoring in patients with TBI, the authors concluded that it is still essential to identify the optimal threshold value of ICPdirected treatment, even in recent reviews of ICP monitor- ing. 33 We introduced a new method for continuous NI-ICP monitoring and compared it to the main state-of-the-art methods currently available in neurocritical ICUs. Although, for reasons described below, we consider our NI-ICP modality to be highly accurate, our comparison was confined to protocol-driven management for elevated ICP, and therefore we were unable to compare data points when the patient's condition did not allow continuous recording. During this study, data collection was possible only when the EVD valve was closed, unless the patient's management protocol required some form of intervention (based on a diagnosis of elevated ICP). Therefore, we were able to obtain measurements within a range of 0-26 mm Hg (mean ICP 10 ± 6.1 mm Hg) or 0-21 mm Hg (mean ICP 9.5 ± 4.7 mm Hg) for the I-ICP and NI-ICP measures, respectively.
Continuous ICP monitoring is of paramount importance for the treatment of elevated ICP; it is essential for maintaining a satisfactory CPP and to avoid inadequate oxygen delivery that may lead to secondary injury. Although ICP measurement is widely accepted as a core parameter in most neurocritical ICUs worldwide, invasive modalities have a number of drawbacks. The main challenge is that both intraparenchymal and intraventricular catheters have risks of complications; i.e., infection or postoperative hemorrhage. Moreover, invasive monitoring requires constant management and continuous monitoring, which may be burdensome to the ICU staff and in some cases may limit ICP monitoring. 21 The EVD system presents some clear advantages over intraparenchymal monitoring because it allows CSF drainage, which may significantly decrease the need for surgical decompression. 15 However, it is associated with a higher risk of infection compared with intraparenchymal monitoring. 26 As mentioned above, drainage requires opening the EVD valve (i.e., the mounted transducer) and exposing it to atmospheric pressure. Furthermore, drainage requires completing a zeroing procedure to obtain the zero reference point, which hinders the integrity of the sterile closed drainage system. This limits the accuracy of ICP reading to periods in which it is clinically possible to close the mounted transducer. 29 The accuracy of ICP readings via the EVD system is also dependent on maintaining the patient in a constant position where the transducer is fixed at the level of the foramen of Monro. This is done by creating an imaginary point of intersection between the ipsilateral medial canthus of the orbit and the tragus of the ear.
14 All of these considerations present significant drawbacks and limit the accuracy of the EVD system's ICP monitors. However, EVD devices are considered the most accurate, reliable, and cost-effective ICP monitoring methodology today, 2, 15 with functional accuracy of 87%. 14 To overcome these obstacles, a variety of NI-ICP monitoring modalities have been explored in recent years, but according to several comparative analyses, none are as accurate as the invasive modalities. 24, 27 Yet, as the results of these analyses indicate, some noninvasive modalities may yield more clinically useful results in the presence of elevated ICP: these include ultrasound and color Doppler ultrasonography. Ultrasound measures of the ONSD present a unique noninvasive tool for detecting ICP hypertension. Research suggests ONSD as a possible indicator of elevated ICP. The underlying principle states that an increase in ICP results in distension of the ONSD (millimetric increase) within seconds. The accepted consensus for an elevated ICP is ONSD above a threshold of 0.5 cm.
11, 25 Rajajee et al. 25 conducted a comparison between ONSD and I-ICP measurements, EVD, and intraparenchymal monitoring, indicating that the optimal ONSD for detection of ICP ≥ 20 mm Hg was ≥ 0.48 cm (sensitivity 96% and specificity 94%). Spearman's correlation coefficient of an ONSD of 0.52 cm for detection of ICP ≥ 20 mm Hg was 0.73. 25 The main limitation of this method is that the measurement accuracy corresponds to the operator's experience and equipment, as well as the fact that the ONSD criterion (i.e., cutoff for ICP hypertension) is not well established. 13, 25 All of the aforementioned drawbacks can be counterproductive to the implementation of this method and its effectiveness in ICUs.
In this study, differences between data-paired readings were also calculated for each patient recording. Major differences in the mean ICP were first observed by Fernandes et al., who demonstrated sudden shifts in the mean ICP while simultaneously using 2 separate IPMs (1 Codman microsensor and 1 Camino fiberoptic device). 10 In our study, the differential pressure between NI-ICP and I-ICP was within ± 3 mm Hg in 63% of data-paired readings and within ± 5 mm Hg in 85% of data-paired readings. We believe these findings to be particularly interesting because similar differences have been reported for studies comparing 2 invasive modalities, intraventricular and intraparenchymal ICP. Chambers et al. reported similar results (79%) that were within ± 5 mm Hg for simultaneously comparisons of readings from the Spiegelberg transducer and the EVD system. 6 With the HS-1000, the mean difference between ICP readings obtained using the I-ICP and NI-ICP is plotted against the ICP as the average of the 2 methods, and shows an average bias of 0.54 mm Hg, with 95% limits of agreement of -6.3 mm Hg and 7.38 mm Hg. Similarly, reported comparisons between the EVD system and intraparenchymal monitoring measurements obtained using different modalities were consistent with the results of the mean ICP differences in our study. Lescot 
Conclusions
Further investigation of the HS-1000 ICP monitor should focus on the accuracy of elevated ICP values. The findings of this study highlight the capability of the HS-1000 to provide information about normal and elevated ICP levels in a clinical setting. The HS-1000 could be extremely beneficial as an adjunct modality by assisting clinicians in deciding if a patient requires an I-ICP monitor. It may also serve as a unique tool for continuous ICP monitoring, especially in third-world ICUs, in which the sanitation level and general care are not comparable to those in first-world, Western hospitals. The use of this NI-ICP monitoring device may help avoid the immediate risk of infection and/or hemorrhage associated with the use of I-ICP methods and reduce the morbidity and mortality rates in neurocritical ICUs.
